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A uniform generation procedure for NP is an algorithm that, given any
input in a fixed NP-language, outputs a uniformly distributed NP-wit-
ness for membership of the input in the language. We present a uniform
generation procedure for NP that runs in probabilistic polynomial time
with an NP-oracle. This improves upon results of M. Jerrum et al.
(1986, Theoret. Comput. Sci. 43, 169188), which either require a 7P2
oracle or obtain only almost uniform generation. Our procedure utilizes
ideas originating in the works of M. Sipser, and L. Stockmeyer (respec-
tively, 1983, in Proceedings of the 15th Annual Symposium on the
Theory of Computing, ACM, New York), and Jerrum et al. (1986).
] 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Fix an NP-language L and an NP-relation R defining it. (Thus, L=[x | _w
such that R(x, w)=1], it being understood that R is polynomial time computable
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and R(x, w) can equal 1 only if |w|p( |x| ), for some fixed polynomial p.) We con-
sider the following problem:
Uniform Generation of NP-witnesses
Given: x # L
Output: A string w uniformly distributed in Rx =
def [w | R(x, w)=1].3
This was first considered by Jerrum et al. [15], who showed that it could be
accomplished in probabilistic polynomial time given access to a 7P2 oracle.
The same paper also considered a weaker version of the problem, called ‘‘almost
uniform generation.’’ Here, the requirement is that the output distribution of the
algorithm be statistically close to the uniform distribution on Rx . (To be specific,
let’s say the distance should be exponentially small in |x|.) They showed that this
could be accomplished more efficiently, in probabilistic, polynomial time given
access to an NP-oracle.
In this paper we provide a procedure that has the ‘‘best of both worlds’’: it
accomplishes uniform generation of NP-witnesses in probabilistic polynomial time
with access to an NP oracle.
Note it is not hard to see that any algorithm for uniform (or almost uniform)
generation of NP-witnesses must be probabilistic and must have at least NP-
power.
An alternative requirement is that the algorithm run in expected polynomial time
but have failure probability zero. This requirement is however weaker than that it
run in strict polynomial time and have some constant failure probability. Our
results are made stronger by considering the more stringent requirement.
Jerrum et al. [15] obtained their results by reducing uniform generation to the
problem of approximate counting. The latter problem can be solved using the
‘‘hashing paradigm’’ introduced by Sipser [23] and employed in previous works on
this problem [15, 24] (see Section 4.1 for a more complete description of the
history.). In contrast, we directly apply the hashing paradigm to the problem of
uniform generation, rather than utilizing the above reduction.
Our investigation of the process of uniform generation is to some extent the out-
come of our uses for it. Over the past few years, there has been a body of work in
the area of interactive proof systems and knowledge complexity that has exploited
uniform generation to develop efficient decision procedures for certain languages
based on their interactive proof or knowledge complexity [3, 5, 10, 11]. The
complexity of the procedure is the crucial issue in these works, and it depends
largely on the complexity of uniform generation. We survey these applications in
Section 4.2. In one case that we note, our new procedure leads to an improved
result, but it turns out that for the bulk of them, almost uniform generation suffices.
Yet, even in these cases, something is gained: conceptually, and in terms of analysis,
it is simpler to use uniform generation. One can now do so without losing in the
complexity.
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3 An algorithm for this problem is allowed, for technical reasons, to fail with some small probability,
and this refers only to its output given that it did not fail.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We begin with some general notation, then describe the most basic versions of
the uniform generation problems, then describe extensions and enhancements, and
finally describe some tools.
2.1. Notation and Conventions
If S is a probability space then x R S denotes the operation of selecting an ele-
ment uniformly at random according to S. If S is a set we let Unif(S) denote the
probability space that puts a uniform distribution on S. We typically use the
shorthand x R S for x R Unif(S). If S1 , S2 are probability spaces then their
statistical difference (also called variation difference) is
&S1&S2&= 12 :
w
|Pr[x=w : x R S1]&Pr[x=w : x 
R S2]|.
If A is a probabilistic algorithm then we denote by A(x, y, ...; R) the output of A
on inputs x, y, ... and coin tosses R. We denote by A(x, y, ...) the probability space
that assigns to each possible output the probability it is generated, taken over the
choice of R. We allow A to output a special symbol = to indicate ‘‘failure.’’ If f is
a real-valued function of the inputs, we say A has failure probability at most f ( } ) if
Pr[o==: o R A(x, y, ...)] f (x, y, ...),
for all inputs x, y, ... . We are interested in the distribution over A’s outputs when
it does not fail. We let Succ(A, x, y, ...) denote the set of all random tapes R for
which A(x, y, ...; R){=.
Definition 2.1. If A( } , } , ...) is a probabilistic algorithm, we let Asucc (x, y, ...)
be the probability space in which strings are assigned the probability of appearing
as outputs of A(x, y, ...) conditioned on the algorithm not failing; in other words,
the probability of a string w under Asucc(x, y, ...) is
Pr[A(x, y, ...; R)=w : R R Succ(A, x, y, ...)].
An algorithm can take an oracle, to emphasize, which we might call it, an oracle
algorithm. To supply an algorithm with an NP-oracle means to supply it with an
oracle for some NP-complete language, which to be specific we fix to be SAT.
NP-relations. Let R( } , } ) be a binary relation. We say that R is an NP-rela-
tion if it is polynomial time computable and, moreover, there exists a polynomial
p such that R(x, w)=1 implies |w|p( |x| ). For any x # [0, 1]* we let Rx=[w #
[0, 1]* | R(x, w)=1] denote the witness set of x. We let LR=[x # [0, 1]* | Rx {
<] denote the language defined by R. Note that a language L is in NP iff there
exists an NP-relation R such that L=LR . We say that R is NP-complete if LR
is NP-complete.
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2.2. Uniform Generation
The basic problem, as considered by [15], fixes some NP-relation R and seeks
a probabilistic algorithm that on input x # LR outputs a string distributed uniformly
in Rx . For technical reasons (see Section 2.5) we allow the algorithm to fail some
fraction of the time. It will indicate this by outputting some special symbol =. Thus,
the actual requirement is that the output distribution be uniform over Rx condi-
tioned on the event that the output not be the special failure symbol =.
Definition 2.2. A generator for an NP-relation R is a (possibly probabilistic,
oracle) algorithm G that takes as input a string x # LR . It outputs either an element
w # Rx or the special symbol = indicating failure, and is required to have failure
probability at most c for some constant c strictly less than 1.
Definition 2.3. Let G be a generator for NP-relation R. We say that G is a
uniform generator for R if for every x # LR we have Gsucc (x)=Unif(Rx).
In other words, conditioned on the event that G does not fail, its output is dis-
tributed uniformly in Rx . (Refer to Definition 2.1 for the notation Gsucc.)
Our results pertain to uniform generation. For the sake of discussing the history
in the area, however, we also define the weaker notion of almost uniform genera-
tion.
Definition 2.4. Let $: N  [0, 1] and let G be a generator for an NP-relation
R. We say that G is a $( } )-uniform generator for R if for every x # LR we have
&Gsucc (x)&Unif(Rx)&$( |x| ).
If $( } )2&( } ) we call G an almost uniform generator.
Note a 0-uniform generator for R is a uniform generator for R.
2.3. Extensions and Variations
Above we have described the most basic form of the problem. For applications,
we often want additional properties. Since they are easily obtainable from the basic
procedures, however, we make them the subject only of these remarks.
Lowering the failure probability. The first concern is the failure probability,
which in applications often needs to be much lower than a constant. Standard
error reduction techniques work. Namely, given a $( } )-uniform generator U1 for R
and a security parameter k we can build a $( } )-uniform generator U2 for R with
failure probability f (k)=2&k, and running time O(k) times that of the original
generator. Just repeat the execution of the original generator (on input x), each
repetition with new coins, until some execution yields a non-= output, or we have
exceeded O(k) executions. In the former case output whatever was obtained, and in
the latter output =. It is easy to see this yields a $( } )-uniform generator with failure
probability 2&k.
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Universal generators. Another issue is that in applications we often need the
uniform generation ability for not one, but many NP-relations, these being deter-
mined in some dynamic way, say via another algorithm. For this reason, we con-
sider a slightly more general problem. We will not fix R, but provide it as input to
the uniform generator. We will denote by (R) a ‘‘description’’ of R, meaning,
specifically, a deterministic algorithm M that, on input x, w, halts in poly( |x|+ |w| )
steps with output R(x, w). The generator is given (R) as input and must then per-
form like a generator for R. We call such a generator universal.
For notational simplicity we view R as fixed in our constructions. However here,
as with all known constructions of uniform or $( } )-uniform generators, it is easy to
see that the construction can work just as well if R is an input and not fixed, mean-
ing the construction extends to one of a universal generator.
If one does not want to go back to the proof, here is a general reduction of
universal generation to generation for a fixed NP-relation. Let U be a universal
NP-relation, namely U((M, x, 1t), y) is 1 iff M(x, y) halts within t steps with out-
put 1. Let G be a uniform generator for U. Then one can get a universal generator
via G, by running G on input ((R) , x, 1t) to generate uniformly in Rx , where t is
an appropriate time bound.
Separating parameters. A more minor point is that the function $( } ) that
measures the quality of a $( } )-uniform generator is viewed as a function of the
length of x. We can also make it a function of an independent security parameter
k, so that for a given x, even a short one, we can get a distribution closer and closer
to Unif(Rx) by using larger and larger values of k. We will not do this explicitly
here.
2.4. Hashing
Let H(n, m, t) denote a collection of t-wise independent hash functions of n bits
to m bits. This means that for any y1 , ..., yt # [0, 1]m and any distinct x1 , ...,
xt # [0, 1]n we have
Pr[h(x1)= y1 7 } } } 7 h(xt)= yt : h 
R H(n, m, t)]=2&mt.
We require that functions have description size O(t max(n, m))=poly(t, n, m), are
poly(n, m, t) time computable, and can be identified from their description, proper-
ties we will need in the constructions. To guarantee these properties we use the
following concrete implementation based on degree t&1 polynomials over a finite
field. A hash function h in the family is described by a sequence (a0 , ..., at&1) of
elements in the finite field F=GF(2max(n, m)). Using Shoup’s (deterministic) algo-
rithm [22] we can find a degree t&1 irreducible polynomial over GF(2) in time
polynomial in t, and this yields the ability to do polynomial-time arithmetic in the
field. The function h takes input x # [0, 1]n, interprets it as an element of F under
some fixed embedding of [0, 1]n in F, computes t&1j=0 ajx
j in F, and outputs the
first m bits of (the encoding of) the result. The distribution over H(n, m, t) is that
induced by a random choice of (a0 , ..., at&1).
For : # [0, 1]m we let h&1 (:)=[ y # [0, 1]n | h( y)=:].
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2.5. Coin Tossing
Since we are interested in picking elements uniformly from arbitrary-sized sets we
must look a little more closely at how coin tossing is modeled and achieved. The
standard model for probabilistic algorithms allows algorithms to toss coins; namely
the primitive operation is to be able to pick a random bit. But what if we want to
pick an element at random out of a set of size three, e.g., [1, 2, 3]? In fact, a coin
tossing primitive does not allow one to always halt in polynomial time with output
uniformly distributed in a set of size three, but we can take advantage of the fact
that we are allowed to fail with a small probability. It is easy to see that there is
a procedure C that runs in time poly(k), has C succ=Unif([1, 2, 3]), and has failure
probability at most 2&k. This generalizes to any polynomial-sized set that is
explicitly given.
This way we can simulate a single b-way branch for any integer b, with some
failure probability. Simulating a sequence of such branches can be more complex.
However, these problems have been dealt with and solved before. The reader is
referred to the general results of [19, 20]. Based on this we will assume in the
following that the appropriate coin tossing can be done with the understanding that
the sum of the accumulated errors can be made small and included in the bound
on the overall failure probability of the algorithm.
Notice this indicates that the need to have a failure probability in a uniform
generation process is inherent from the model of coin tossing.
3. THE PROCEDURE
The goal of this section is to establish the following:
Theorem 3.1. Let R be an NP-relation. Then there is a uniform generator for
R which is implementable in probabilistic, polynomial time with an NP-oracle.
We will now prove this theorem. Fix an NP-relation R. We let n=|x| and
assume Rx [0, 1]n, meaning all witnesses have the same length, and this is the
length of the input. (This is without loss of generality: it can be achieved by suitable
padding.) Below, we begin by describing some facts about hash-function-induced
partitions of Rx that guide the choice of parameters in our procedure. The high
level procedure is then discussed, and following that we explain how its constituent
subroutines are implemented.
3.1. Partitions
For h: [0, 1]n  [0, 1]m, x # LR and : # [0, 1]m we define
Rx, h, :=[ y # Rx | h( y)=:]=h&1 (:) & Rx ,
namely, the set of preimages of : under h that fall in Rx . As we range over
: # [0, 1]m (with x, h fixed) these sets partition Rx . We call them the cells of the
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partition. Our uniform generation procedure will utilize properties of this partition.
To this end we make the following:
Definition 3.2. We say that a map h: [0, 1]n  [0, 1]m makes small cells in Rx if
|Rx, h, : |<2n2 for all : # [0, 1]m.
We say it makes nontrivial cells in Rx if
|Rx, h, : |n22 for all : # [0, 1]m.
If h is drawn at random from H(n, m, t) for t1, then the expected size of a cell
Rx, h, : is |Rx |2m, for any : # [0, 1]m. We would like the partition to be ‘‘well
balanced,’’ meaning all cells are about the expected size (specifically, between 12
and 32 of the expected size). The following lemma upper bounds the chance that
the partition of Rx induced by a random t-wise independent hash function is not
well balanced, as a function of |Rx |, m, t.
Lemma 3.3. Assume Rx [0, 1]n. Let m be an integer, t4 an even integer, and
let ;=t2m|Rx |. Then
Pr __: # [0, 1]m such that |Rx, h, : |< |Rx |2m+1 or |Rx, h, : |>
3 |Rx |
2m+1
: h R H(n, m, t)&
<2m+3 } [4;(1+;)] t2.
The proof uses standard t-wise independence techniques and can be found in the
appendix. The goal of our procedure will be to find h that always makes small cells
in Rx , and with high probability makes nontrivial cells. The latter will exploit the
above lemma by choosing appropriate values of m, t to make small the probability
that the partition is not well balanced. Specifically, the next lemma shows a choice
of parameters that reduce the probability of getting a partition whose size deviates
significantly from n2.
Lemma 3.4. Assume Rx [0, 1]n and |Rx |>2n2. Let i=log2 |Rx | and l=
2 log2 n and assume these are integers. Let m=i&l and t=n and assume t is even
and at least 4. Then
Pr[_: # [0, 1]m such that |Rx, h, : |<n22 or |Rx, h, : |>3n22 : h 
R H(n, m, t)]
<0.1.
Proof. Notice the choice of parameters guarantees that 2l=n2 and 2i=|Rx |
and 2m=2i2l=|Rx |n2 and m>0. Apply Lemma 3.3. We have |Rx |2m+1=n22
and ;=t2m|Rx |=tn2=1n, which gives us
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Pr[_: # [0, 1]m such that |Rx, h, : |<n22 or |Rx, h, : |>3n22 : h 
R H(n, m, t)]
<2m+3 } _4n \1+
1
n+&
n2
2n+3 } \8n+
n2
,
but this is at most 0.1 for large enough n. K
This lemma guides the choice of 2n2 as the value on which the following proce-
dure ‘‘pivots.’’
3.2. High-Level Procedure
The following generator G takes as input x # LR . Recall that Rx [0, 1]n. Let
l =
def
2 Wlog2 nX . We describe the algorithm at a high level, and later explain how
exactly the individual steps can be implemented in probabilistic polynomial time
with an NP-oracle.
Algorithm G(x).
1. If |Rx |2n2 then compute a listing y1 , ..., ys of the members of the set Rx ,
select j at random from [1, ..., s], output yj , and halt. Else go on to the next
step.  Lemma 3.5 indicates how, in polynomial time with an NP-oracle, to
test the size of Rx and obtain the set when its size is at most 2n2.
2. Find an i # [l, ..., n] and a h # H(n, i&l, n) such that
v h makes small cells in Rx
v With probability at least 0.9 it is the case that h makes non trivial cells in Rx .
 See Definition 3.2 for the meaning of the terms. The probability of 0.9 is over
the choices of the procedure. See Lemma 3.6 for how to do this in the desired
complexity.
3. Select : at random from [0, 1] i&l and compute a listing y1 , ..., ys of the
member of the set Rx, h, : .  Since h makes small cells in Rx we know that
0s2n2. See Lemma 3.7 for how to do this in the desired complexity.
4. Pick j at random from [1, ..., 2n2]. If js output yj and halt, else output = and
halt.
In the next subsection we will prove the lemmas mentioned above which show
how to implement the above steps in probabilistic, polynomial time with an
NP-oracle. Then in Section 3.4 we will conclude the proof of Theorem 3.1 by
showing that G is a uniform generator for R.
3.3. Implementation of Subroutines
To simplify the exposition we assume n2=2l (rather than l=Wlog2 nX) and also
that log2 |Rx | is an integer (meaning |Rx | is a power of 2). A more careful analysis
removes these assumptions.
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Step 1. Lemma 3.5 below indicates how to execute the first step of the high-
level procedure in probabilistic polynomial time with an NP-oracle. Namely run
MS1, S21 (x, 1
2n2), where the algorithm M1 and the NP-sets S1 , S2 are as in the
lemma. If this returns 0 then go to Step 2 of the high-level procedure. Else it returns
Rx with the guarantee that this set has size at most 2n2, as the first step of the high-
level procedure requires.
Lemma 3.5. There is a polynomial-time oracle algorithm M1 and sets S1 ,
S2 # NP such that M S1, S21 (x, 1
m) outputs 0 if |Rx |>m, and outputs the set Rx
otherwise, for any x # [0, 1]* and m # N.
Proof. Let
S1 =[(x$, 1k) | _y1 , ..., yk such that y1 , ..., yk are distinct
and \i # [k] : R(x$, yi)=1]
S2=[(x$, 1s$, 1i $, 1 j $) | _y1 , ..., ys$ such that y1 O } } } Oys$
and \i # [s$] : R(x$, yi)=1
and 1 j $| yi $ | and 1i $s$ and the j $-th bit of yi $ is 0].
Here O denotes some ordering (e.g., lexicographic) on [0, 1]*. These sets are cer-
tainly in NP given that R is an NP-relation. M1 begins be executing the following
code, which outputs 0 if |Rx |>m, and otherwise computes the cardinality s of Rx .
If (x, 1m+1) # S1 then output 0 and halt
Else
s  0
While (x, 1s+1) # S1 do s  s+1
If s=0 then Rx is empty, so M1 outputs the empty set < and halts. If s>0 then
M1 finds the elements y1 , ..., ys of Rx one by one, and bit by bit for each one. It
does so using queries to S2 in the natural way:
For i=1, ..., s do
For j=1, ..., n do  Recall that all witnesses have length n=|x| by assumption
If (x, 1s, 1 i, 1 j) # S2 then yi, j  0 else yi, j  1
yi  yi, 1 yi, 2 } } } yi, n
Output [ y1 , ..., ys]
It is easy to verify that M1 runs in poly(n, m) time and has the claimed proper-
ties. K
Step 2. The following lemma indicates how to find the hash function h to
satisfy the properties required in Step 2 of the procedure G.
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Lemma 3.6. There is a probabilistic, polynomial-time algorithm M2 and a set
S3 # NP such that given x # LR for which |Rx |>2n2, algorithm M S32 outputs a pair
(i, h) such that if we let l=2 log2 n then
(1) lin and h # H(n, i&l, n)
(2) h makes small cells in Rx
(3) With probability at least 0.9 it is the case that h makes nontrivial cells
in Rx .
Proof. Let
S3 =[(x$, h$, 1m) | _:, y1 , ..., yk such that k=2 |x$|2 and y1 , ..., yk are distinct
and h$ # H( |x$|, m, |x$| ) and \j # [k] : R(x$, yj)=1
and \j # [k] : h$( yj)=:].
This set is certainly in NP. (We use here that h$ can be evaluated in poly(n, m)
time if it is in H(n, m, n), and membership in the latter set can be tested in poly-
nomial time.) Procedure M2 goes through the values i=l, ..., n&1 seeking
h # H(n, i&l, n) with the desired properties, as follows. Below hID : [0, 1]n 
[0, 1]n&l is the map that on input z # [0, 1]n returns the first n&l bits of z.
i  l&1
Repeat
i  i+1
Choose h at random from H(n, i&l, n)
Until (x, h, 1i&l)  S3 or i=n&1
If (x, h, 1m)  S3 then output (i, h) else output (n, hID)
Claim 1. lin and h # H(n, i&l, n) where (i, h) is the output of the above.
Proof. Clearly h # H(n, i&l, n) for in&1. However, it is also true for i=n
because h=hID is the truncation of the polynomial consisting of just a linear term,
and hence is in H(n, n&l, n). K
Claim 2. If (i, h) is the output of the above then h makes small cells in Rx .
Proof. First suppose in&1. In this case, the procedure has tested that
(x, h, 1i&l)  S3 . By definition of S3 this means that |Rx, h, : |<2n2 for all : #
[0, 1]i&l.
Now suppose i=n. In this case, h=hID . Clearly |h&1 (:)|=2l for any
: # [0, 1]n&l, but Rx, h, : h&1 (:) so |Rx, h, : |2l=n2<2n2. K
Claim 3. ilog2 |Rx | where (i, h) is the output of the above.
Proof. |Rx |=: # [0, 1]i&l |Rx, h, : |<2i&l } 2n2=2i+1. Taking logs, we have
log2 |Rx |<i+1. Under the assumption that log2 |Rx | is an integer, the claim
follows. K
Claim 4. Let (i, h) be the output of the above. With probability at least 0.9 it will
be the case that h makes nontrivial cells in Rx .
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Proof. We know from Claim 3 that ilog2 |Rx |, so the first value with which
the procedure could halt is i=log2 |Rx |. We show that in fact when the value of
i after the first step in the Repeat loop is log2 |Rx | then, with probability 0.9 over
the choice of h from H(n, i&l, n) that is made in the loop, it will be the case that
(x, h, 1i&l)  S3 and h makes nontrivial cells in Rx . This means that with proba-
bility 0.9 the procedure halts with i=log2 |Rx | and the corresponding h makes
nontrivial cells in Rx , and this implies the claim.
So let i=log2 |Rx |. We claim that
Pr[_: # [0, 1] i&l such that |Rx, h, : |<n22
or |Rx, h, : |>3n22 : h 
R H(n, i&l, n)]<0.1.
This is true by Lemma 3.4. To check this, notice, that the premises of Lemma 3.4
are true here. We have |Rx |>2n2 by assumption in the lemma statement. We have
i=log2 |Rx | and l=2 log2 n by definition. And we may assume wlog that n is even
and at least 4.
So with probability at least 0.9 the h chosen in the loop at this point will satisfy
\: # [0, 1]i&l:
n2
2
|Rx, h, : |
3n2
2
.
So this h makes small cells in Rx and also makes nontrivial cells in Rx . The former
implies that (x, h, 1i&l)  S3 so the procedure halts. K
Putting together the claims gives the desired conclusions for the lemma. K
Step 3. The final lemma shows how to implement Step 3 of G. It is analogous
to Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 3.7. There is a polynomial-time oracle algorithm M3 and sets S4 ,
S5 # NP such that M S4, S53 (x, h, :, 1
m) outputs 0 if |Rx, h, : |2 |x| 2, and outputs the
set Rx, h, : otherwise, for any x # LR , h # H( |x|, m, |x| ), : # [0, 1]m, and m # N.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 3.5. The corresponding sets are
S4 =[(x$, h$, :$, 1k) | _y1 , ..., yk such that y1 , ..., yk are distinct
and \i # [k] : R(x$, yi)=1
and h$ # H( |x|, m, |x| ) and \i # [k] : h$( yi)=:$]
S5=[(x$, h$, :$, 1s$, 1i $, 1 j $) | _y1 , ..., ys$ such that y1 O } } } Oys$
and \i # [s$] : R(x$, yi)=1
and h$ # H( |x|, m, |x| ) and \i # [s$] : h$( yi)=:$ and 1 j $| yi $ |
and 1i $s$ and the j $-th bit of yi $ is 0].
Here O denotes some ordering (e.g., lexicographic) on [0, 1]*. These sets are
certainly in NP given that R is an NP-relation, and testing membership or
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evaluation of functions in the hash family can be done in polynomial time. As in
Lemma 3.5, M3 begins by making a sequence of queries to S4 at the end of which
it outputs 0 if |Rx, h, : |2n2 and otherwise outputs the size s of Rx, h, : . Then it
computes the members y1 , ..., ys of Rx, h, : bit by bit, using queries to S5 . K
3.4. Proof of Theorem 3.1
From the above we already know that G can be implemented in probabilistic,
polynomial time given an NP-oracle. We now claim that G is a uniform generator
for R with failure probability at most c =def 0.8. This will prove Theorem 3.1.
In case |Rx |2n2 the algorithm always halts in Step 1, outputting a uniformly
chosen element of Rx . Thus, we focus on the case |Rx |>2n2.
We note that by choice of h in Step 2 we have |Rx, h, : |2n2 for every : #
[0, 1]i&l, and also, with probability at least 0.9, |Rx, h, :n22 for every : #
[0, 1]i&l. Thus, an element in Rx is output in Step 3 with probability at least
0.9 } (n22)2n2=0.225. We allow an additional 0.025 failure probability to cover
any failure in the coin tossing, as discussed in Section 2.5, so that the probability
of a non-= output is at least 0.2, meaning the failure probability is at most 0.8.
Now, we need to establish (still for the case |Rx |>2n2 since the other is done)
that in case of nonfailure, the output is uniformly distributed in Rx . To establish
this, we compute the probability that any fixed y # Rx is output. Here we consider
any possible (fixed) choice of h in Step 2 (not necessarily one of the 900 of choices
that makes nontrivial cells in Rx). Thus, the randomization is only over the choice
of : in Step 3, and the choices in Step 4. We have
Pr[ y is output]=Pr[h( y)=:: : wR [0, 1]i&l] }
1
2n1
=2&(i&l) }
1
2n2
,
and this last number is independent of y.
4. HISTORY AND APPLICATIONS
This is a survey of the history and some applications of uniform or almost
uniform generation. In some applications that we will note, our procedure leads to
improvements.
4.1. History
Fix an NP-language L and its defining NP-relation R. The approximate count-
ing problem is the following:
Approximate Counting of NP-witnesses
Given: x # L and =>0
Output: A number r such that r(1+=)|Rx |(1+=) r.
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Jerrum et al. [15] provided a probabilistic, polynomial-time reduction of the
problem of uniform generation to the problem of approximate counting. The
beauty of their reduction is that an approximate counting procedure with only
polynomial accuracy, i.e., ==1poly( |x| ), is enough to achieve exact uniform
generation. Earlier, Stockmeyer [24] had presented a procedure that achieved
approximate counting in poly( |x|, =&1) time given a 7P2 oracle. Combined, this
yielded a uniform generator for NP-witnesses that ran in probabilistic, polynomial
time with a 7P2 oracle.
As for almost uniform generation, one can relax the notion of approximate
counting to one of almost approximate counting. Here the output r must satisfy the
above property only with probability 1&$ for some parameter $<1. Jerrum et al.
[15] defined this notion. Karp and Luby [16] had also defined it under the title
‘‘randomized approximation scheme.’’ A polynomial time (more specifically,
poly( |x|, =&1, log $&1) time) with NP-oracle solution for almost approximate
counting would yield, via the reduction of [15], a probabilistic polynomial time
with NP-oracle solution to almost uniform generation.
Jerrum et al. [15] note that a polynomial time with NP oracle solution to
almost approximate counting is implicit in Sipser [23] and Stockmeyer [24], or
can be derived via the probabilistic bisection technique of Valiant and Vazirani
[25]. Details of the former solution were worked out and presented by Bellare and
Petrank [5] in the context of applications to zero-knowledge proof systems, based-
on more recent versions of Sipser and Stockmeyer’s hashing techniques that were
developed in [1, 9, 14]. Putting this together yields the probabilistic, polynomial
time with NP oracle solution to almost uniform generation.
As an inspection of our procedure shows, we do not use the Jerrum et al.’s reduc-
tion to approximate counting to achieve uniform generation. Instead, we directly
use hashing-based techniques of works like [1, 9, 14, 23, 24]. Appropriate enhance-
ment and application of these techniques yield the new result.
4.2. Applications
We discuss a collection of results obtained in the area of interactive proof systems
over the past few years that have exploited uniform or almost uniform generation.
The goal of these results has been to classify certain functions or languages, arising
in this area, in terms of their time complexity.
A typical result in this class has the following form. We start with an interactive
proof system (P, V) for a language L that has some extra features, pertaining
perhaps to its knowledge complexity or the complexity of the interactive proof
system. We now want to find the most efficient possible decision procedure for L
or some associated function. The approach is to simplify the prover P via a use of
uniform generation and thereby get the desired procedure.
For the bulk of these applications, the complexity of the final procedure is the
object to minimize, while small errors in the uniform generation process do not
affect the result. Thus, they have for the most part exploited the fact that almost
uniform generation is possible in probabilistic polynomial time with an NP-oracle.
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This accounts for the fact that in these results, you will typically see conclusions
about certain languages being in BPPNP. (In some cases, the results are
about certain functions being computable in probabilistic polynomial time with an
NP-oracle.)
The complexity of ZK provers. The prover in a statistical zero knowledge (SZK)
proof for a language L is a (probabilistic) function that, given the common input
x and conversation so far, outputs the next message to send to the verifier. The
question here is: what is the computational complexity of this function? Even
though SZK languages are known to be in 7P2 & 6
P
2 [1, 9], it is not a priori clear
that the prover, as a function, is even restricted to probabilistic PSPACE.
The question was first considered by Bellare et al. [4], who reduced the com-
plexity of the prover to that of (almost) uniform generation in such a way that SZK
versus an honest verifier was maintained. A more general reduction, provided by
Bellare and Petrank [5], maintained SZK against all verifiers, as the definition of
SZK requires. Jerrum et al.’s result [15] could then be applied to say that any
language having a SZK proof has one in which the prover is a probabilistic, poly-
nomial algorithm with an NP-oracle.
However, almost uniform generation is not enough to maintain perfect zero
knowledge (PZK), and in this case, the result of [5], exploiting the uniform
generation procedure of [15], was that any language with a PZK proof has one in
which the prover is a probabilistic, polynomial algorithm with a 7P2 oracle. Our
Theorem 3.1 can be used to improve this: combining it with the reduction of [5]
we get that any language with a PZK proof has one in which the prover is a
probabilistic, polynomial algorithm with a NP-oracle.
Time complexity versus knowledge complexity. Knowledge complexity, suggested
by Goldwasser et al. [13] and defined by Goldreich and Petrank, provides a way
to measure the number of bits of knowledge that a prover reveals to a verifier about
some string x, in the process of proving that x belongs to some underlying language
L. Let SKC[}( } )] denotes the class of languages possessing interactive proofs of
negligible error probability and statistical knowledge complexity (SKC) at most
}( } ). A body of work [5, 11, 18] has sought extensions to nonzero SKC of the
results of [1, 9], which showed SKC[0]AM & co&AM.
The first results used almost uniform generation. Specifically, Bellare and Petrank
[5] provided a decision procedure for a language based on a SKC simulator
and (almost) uniform generation, which Goldreich et al. [11] exploited to show
that SKC[log( } )]BPPNP. (Later, Petrank and Tardos [18] showed that
SKC[log( } )]AM & co&AM; this final result did not use uniform genera-
tion.)
Shared randomness in two prover proofs. We know that the class of languages
recognized by two prover statistical zero-knowledge interactive proof systems
equals NEXP [2, 7]. Bellare et al. [3] showed that a certain model feature
namely the fact that the two provers are allowed to share a random string before
the protocol beginsis crucial to this result. Specifically, they showed that if this
string is absent then the class of languages possessing SZK two prover proofs
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collapses to BPPNP. The decision procedure that establishes this is based on
almost uniform generation.
Complexity of proofs with bounded communication. Goldreich and Ha# stad [10]
investigate the complexity of languages as a function of the communication com-
plexity of interactive proof systems that recognize them. One of their results is that
if the total number of bits sent by the prover in the interactive proof is logarithmic
then the language is in BPPNP. The decision procedure that establishes this
exploits almost uniform generation.
APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 3.3
We will make use of a ‘‘t-wise independent tail inequality.’’ This is a Chebychev-
type bound for the case where the random variables are not fully independent, but
are t-wise independent. Such inequalities are proved by a higher moment method,
and can be found in the literature. Specifically, we use the following one from [6].
(It seems that Berger and Rompel, [8] and Motwani et al. [17] were the first to
use such bounds in the computer science literature. An in-depth investigation
providing a variety of bounds is [21].)
Lemma A.1 [6]. Let t4 be an even integer. Suppose X1 , ..., Xn are t-wise
independent random variables taking values in [0, 1]. Let X=X1+ } } } +Xn and
+=E[X], and let A>0. Then
Pr[|X&+|A]8 } \t++t
2
A2 +
t2
.
Now let us proceed to the proof of Lemma 3.3. Fix an : # [0, 1]m and for each
y # Rx define the random variable
‘y={1 if h( y)=:0 otherwise.
Under a random choice of h from H(n, m, t) we have
E[‘y]=Pr[h( y)=:]=2&m.
Let ‘=y # Rx ‘y and +=E[‘]. Notice that ‘=|Rx, h, : |. Linearity of expectation
tells us that +=|Rx |2m. So
Pr _ |Rx, h, : |< |Rx |2m+1 or |Rx, h, : |>
3 |Rx |
2m+1 &=Pr[|X&+|>+2].
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Now, notice also that the random variables [‘y]y # Rx are t-wise independent. So we
can apply Lemma A.1 to get
Pr[|X&+|+2]8 } \t++t
2
(+2)2+
t2
=8 } \t |Rx | 2
&m+t2
|Rx |2 2&2m4 +
t2
=8[4;(1+;)]t2,
where ;=t2m|Rx |.
Finally, note this was true for any fixed : # [0, 1]m. The desired bound of the
lemma is obtained by applying the union bound.
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